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When Josiah Royce died in 1916 he was in the most elite constellation of
American Philosophers. Within a decade his reputation began its descent into
obscurity. In 1985 John Clendenning published his excellent study of The Life
and Thought of Josiah Royce.ii While it did stimulate some renewed interest, the
work of this imaginative and innovative philosopher remained largely ignored. For
example, Royce is relegated to a single passing reference from a quote by W. E. B.
Du Bois in Cornel West’s 1989 The American Evasion of Philosophy.iii
More recently we have witnessed increasing interest in Josiah Royce. Some
contemporary scholars in philosophy and related disciplines are finding the voice
of this proper Victorian American thinker remarkably prescient and prophetic in
addressing many of our most pressing twenty-first century concerns. It is in that
mode that I offer these brief exploratory musings of a historian of American
religion as a modest addendum to Jacquelyn Ann Kegley’s Royce in Focus,
Randall Auxier’s Time, Will, and Purpose, and the collection of essays gathered in
Josiah Royce for the Twenty-First Century.iv
There are many quotes from Royce’s works that resonate with present day
theological explorations, but the two that strike me most immediately are these:
. . .God wins perfection through expressing himself in a finite life and
triumphing over and through its very finitude. . .our sorrow is God’s sorrow.
God means to express himself by winning us through the very triumph over
evil to unity with the perfect life; and therefore our fulfillment, like our
existence, is due to the sorrow and the triumph of God himself. These two
theses express, I believe, what is vital in Christianity.v
And
We can look forward then, to no final form, either of Christianity or any
other special religion. But we can look forward to a time when the work
and the insight of religion can become as progressive as is now the work of
science.vi
As I began work on this essay I ran these quotes (without identifying the
sources) past 53 friends and colleagues who are either theologians or specialists in
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the recent history of Christianity. To my great delight I received 47 responses, all
but one of which validated two hunches I had before I began writing this essay:
1) Contemporary theologians and historians of Christianity are often
unfamiliar with Royce’s work (although most can, for better or worse,
tell you that he was an idealist and a friendly enemy of William James)
2) Some of Royce’s writings anticipated with great precision the concerns
of a significant number of Christian theologians in the early 21st century.
Responses to the first quote (from “What is Vital in Christianity?” - 1909)
offered guesses that it was written anywhere between the 1960s and the present.
Several opined that the author was clearly influenced by the current renewed
interest in theosis, a doctrine of atonement that sees salvation as a healing
restoration and completion of all creation in marked contrast to the “Jesus died for
your sins” individual salvation doctrine of substitutionary atonement. For the past
three decades, this ancient eastern alternative to conservative Evangelicalism has
been explored by Tuomo Mannermaa and his colleagues at the University of
Helsinki.vii Still others identified this as a recent re-statement of process theology.
Respondents to the second quote (the last paragraph in The Problem of
Christianity – 1913) hailed these two sentences as a prophetic call to an expansive
ecumenism that extends not only beyond Christianity, but beyond religion in
general and invites us to explore commonalities with both non-theistic and
skeptical perspectives. A half dozen asked for the author’s e-mail address.
To amplify a bit on my second hunch—and to confess that it was more than just
a hunch—let me briefly summarize my research on recent ecclesiology (that
branch of theology concerned with both the doctrine and empirical history of the
church). Starting with Peter Berger’s slim but provocative The Noise of Solemn
Assemblies in 1961 and Hans Küng’s hefty 1967 tome, Die Kirche, the emphasis
for ecclesiologists has shifted from institutional structures to sustained
relationships in communities, and from the church as exclusively an extension of
Christology (with an emphasis on the body of Christ) to a more nuanced
perspective that also conceives of the church as a community created by the
Spirit.viii Both “community” and the “Spirit” are central to Royce’s characterization
of the church in The Problem of Christianity. Community, of course, is scattered
through all of the 405 pages, whereas a specific treatment of the Holy Spirit is
confined to Section IV of Chapter IX, “The Community and the Time-Process.”
Royce asserts, “. . .the central problem in our present attempt at a theology must be
that problem which traditional Christian theology has so strongly neglected—the
problem of what the religious consciousness has called the Holy Spirit.” In that
brief section Royce makes the huge claim that the phrase from the Apostles’
Creed, “I believe in the Holy Ghost, the Holy Catholic Church, the communion of
saints,” is “. . . in many respects, the really distinctive and therefore the capital
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article of the Christian creed. . .” He further argues that the Fourth Gospel “. .
.identifies the Logos with the spirit of the community.”ix
This is particularly important for the work of more recent ecclesiologists such
as Ephraim Radner and Diana Butler Bass, both of whom use the phrase “End of
the church” in the titles of their most popular books.x Radner claims that Christian
community can transcend the end of the church from which the Holy Spirit has
withdrawn while Bass sees the community as a network of relationships
constituting the real creature of the Spirit rather than the church as an institutional
structure. Thus, I would suggest that these two polar opposite approaches can be
more effectively considered by engaging Royce in the conversation.
There are many nooks and crannies where Royce could help shed more light on
recent ecclesiological concerns and I will explore them in the larger project of
which this essay is a part.,xi but for the present let me simply observe that all but
the most traditionalist contemporary ecclesiologists are struggling to find a way of
thinking beyond the institutional church. Ironically their major obstacle is a
rootedness in a blend of institutional framework and uniform doctrine that was
unknown for the first three centuries of Christianity and then imposed in the fourth
century by the imperial state in incremental steps through decrees by the Emperors
Constantine and Theodosius.xii That institutional assumption still dominates
Christian thought, the past three centuries of official dis-establishment and
secularization notwithstanding. As a result, contemporary theologians often look
for ways to fix an institutional culture when the major problem may simply be that
it is an institutional culture and thus it inhibits the realization of the relational
community envisioned in the Christian scriptures. For those familiar with the work
of Royce’s contemporary Ferdinand Tönnies, think of the communal and relational
church as gemeinschaft and institutional and dogmatic church as gesellschaft. This
is consistent with Royce’s perspective in The Problem of Christianity.xiii
The great contribution Royce can make to these ongoing 21st-century
conversations—these communities of interpretation—is grounded in his
conceptualization of Christianity as a generator of communities as well as being
formed and constantly reformed by the interpretive conversations of these
communities. He either never faced the conceptual conundrum experienced by so
many of our contemporary theologians or he faced it early enough in his life that
he thought his way through and beyond the institutional quagmire and thus it never
found its way into his writings.
Ironically, that which explains why Royce anticipated—and indeed thought
beyond—many current ecclesiological concerns that arose during the century
following his death, also explains why Royce was relatively ignored by
theologians and ecclesiastical bureaucrats in his own time. At this point I’ll yield
to my professional bias and invoke “historical context” as the proper vehicle for
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developing an explanation for this situation, with the caveat that this particular
historical context is labyrinthine and I will unavoidably smooth over some
complex twists and turns in this brief exploration.
Royce was born in the midst of and lived his entire life during a long period
of economic, social, and cultural change in American life.xiv The changes,
including (but certainly not limited to) modernization, industrialization,
secularization, geographic expansion, and rapid population movement had a
profound and radical impact on community and religion, arguably Royce’s two
major obsessions. Throughout the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth
century the experience of community was constantly reconfigured by a rapidly
changing set of phenomena—even for those who were not part of the constantly
moving population.xv From the perspective of most social theorists and
commentators, both community and religion (at least as far as they have
traditionally been conceived over the past few centuries) have been on the wane.
Indeed, the status of religion in the United States has been a matter of ongoing
multiple re-evaluations in both political and religious discourse (and more than a
little conflict) since the late eighteenth century.
While there are still echoes of earlier conceptualizations of community and
religion (think of Lynchburg, VA, and Salt Lake City, Utah), ours is a remarkably
different time than the era in which The Problem of Christianity first appeared.
Although the United States was founded as a nation without an established
religion, several factors combined to create—or more precisely to perpetuate—a
quasi-established religion defined by a handful of denominations. Some British
colonies in North America were founded as missionary sites of the established
Church of England (such as Virginia, North and South Carolina, New York).
Others were founded in part in reaction to the established Church of England
(Plymouth, Pennsylvania). And yet others created newly established churches
based on a Calvinist reformation of the Church of England (Massachusetts Bay and
the other New England colonies except Rhode Island). After the separation from
England, most of the former colonies (now states united in limited ways by the
Articles of Confederation) retained their established churches.xvi The
reorganization of the United States was accomplished in 1789 with the ratification
of the Constitution. In 1791 the First Amendment to that document began with a
clause with which we are all familiar: “Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion. . .” This, of course, does not prevent any state from
either perpetuating an existing established religion or creating a new one.xvii That
did not become a matter of constitutional mandate until the Fourteenth Amendment
was ratified in 1868, in part making the freedoms guaranteed in the Constitution
binding on state and local governments as well (although all states with established
religions had severed those ties by the 1840s through legislative action).xviii
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The idea of an established religion might have eventually died (or at least
atrophied) in the United States if it had not been for a strong tendency toward
rationalistic deism among the cultural and political elites of the new nation. The
first six presidents of the United States had varying degrees of deist leanings. This
was noted and commented upon with great frequency by members of the
Trinitarian denominations stemming from the British Reformation (Episcopalians,
Congregationalists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Methodists—and later the Disciples of
Christ).xix In reaction to the deist elites, and in response to the decision of
legislatures in an ever increasing number of states to disestablish churches, and
stimulated after 1820 by the growing number of non-protestants entering the
United States through escalating rates of immigration, these Anglo-American
protestants formed a host of inter-denominational voluntary associations which
either provided services (such as the American Sunday School Union and
American Home Mission Society) or advocated reforms such as temperance and
abolition. The rhetoric in the publications of these organizations made it clear that
one of the intended outcomes of their efforts was to re-establish and maintain
cultural and political hegemony in the midst of perceived challenges and to restore
a sense of communal stability for Anglo-Americans in the face of profound
changes.xx
The efforts of the voluntary associations were augmented by interdenominational revival movements (limited, of course, to those churches derived
from the British Reformation). Unlike the later revival movements of Dwight
Moody and Billy Graham, which emphasized a message of individual salvation to
an audience assumed to be in the thrall of alienation and anomie, the early and
mid-nineteenth-century revivalists such as Charles Grandison Finney stressed the
need for revitalization of the Christian community.xxi
Both advocates and critics of the Evangelical United Front (as this
combination of revivalism and voluntary associations came to be called by the
1840s) agreed that hegemony had been achieved.xxii Twentieth century historians
(both evangelicals and secularists) have concurred. Symbolically, this quasiestablished status reached its apex in 1893 when Congress granted a charter for the
(then yet to be built) Episcopal Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul as the “National
Cathedral” to be available for religious events at the request of the President of the
United States and the Mayor of Washington, D.C. This took place two decades
prior to the publication of The Problem of Christianity, but the privileged-all-butestablished status of this cluster of denominations persisted well into the 1960s.xxiii
Thus, during Royce’s entire life this was the status of religious life in the United
States. Clearly, the perspective he presented in The Problem of Christianity called
for radical re-conceptualizing of some basic tenets that went against the dominant
tide.
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Royce’s institutional Christian contemporaries were constantly rethinking
the nature of their faith and of the structures of their churches. The challenges of
rapid and profound social and intellectual change yielded plenty of movements of
both conservative fundamentalists and progressive modernists forging new ways of
being church. However, all of these involved either continuing, or recovered, or
reconditioned, or reformed institutional structures.xxiv In response to this
widespread reality, Swami Vivekananda at the 1893 World Parliament of Religions
in Chicago told a group of reporters that in America he faced the greatest
temptation of his life. When asked “Who is she?” the worldly mystic laughed and
answered, “It isn’t a woman. It’s organization.”xxv Organization, of course, had
seduced Christians as far back as the 4th century when the Roman Empire
essentially incorporated the church into the complex hierarchical structure of the
state. Royce lived at a time when Anglo-Christians in the United States tacitly (and
sometimes not so tacitly) still retained that vision in principle, and even those
outside the various Christian British reformation traditions acknowledged (even if
grudgingly) that reality.
Royce’s The Problem of Christianity, however, presents a perspective on
the nature of the church that is quite different from the historical experience of the
vast majority of British Reformation origin Protestants at the time that book was
written. There are no bishops, priests or deacons in Royce’s conception of the
church. There are no moderators, presidents, or even clergy. There is the supra
persona of the church itself, a community of interpretation engaged in perpetual
conversation through which insights on faith are progressively realized, and thus
remarkably fluid. In this reader’s eyes, at least, the categories of “orthodoxy” and
“heresy” would have little or no meaning in Royce’s ecclesiology. Perhaps there
would be an “orthopraxis,” which would involve a heavy dose of The Philosophy
of Loyalty. And there would likely be an “orthoprocess” in the open-ended and
progressive character of the ecclesial communities of interpretation informed by
the discussions of science and religion in Book II of The Religious Aspect of
Philosophy.
Clearly, the various institution-laden American Christian denominations of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries would have difficulty finding any
utility in such an ecclesiology. Just as clearly, the religious establishment had no
conceptual foundation for seriously considering such radical re-thinking by
someone who opted to explore the faith outside the limits of formal membership in
any church.
This overview is necessary historical context, but does not really answer the
crucial question: How did Royce come to occupy such a marginal place in relation
to the religious phenomena so clearly important to him? John Clendenning, Robert
Hine, and Jacquelyn Kegley have all properly called attention to Royce’s early life
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on the western frontier.xxvi The mid-nineteenth-century California experience is
indeed important, but we need to be more specific. It is the Northern California
experience and even more precisely the mining frontier experience. Unlike
Southern California where the Evangelical United Front was transplanted with
remarkable success (particularly in the Los Angeles area), in Northern California
the denominations stemming from the British Reformation were marginal, even to
the life of most Anglo-Americans.xxvii This was particularly the case in mining
communities such as Grass Valley (where Royce was born and spent his early
childhood) and the Bay Area (where his family moved a bit later and where Royce
received his undergraduate education). Given his formative years in such a social
and cultural environment, Royce’s inclination to follow his religious sentiments in
non-institutional, experiential, and experimental paths seems not unusual. In
addition, there was a quite conscious professional decision for him to avoid formal
religious affiliation. In 1903 Royce published an article in which he opined that
anyone engaged in the philosophical enterprise “. . .should consciously avoid all
connection with any sect or form of the visible church.”xxviii
Royce’s stance outside the institutional church, then, is no idiosyncratic
quirk. It is based on two foundations: his early formation in an environment where
religion was simply experienced more frequently than institutionalized and his
personal and professional commitment to loyalty and relationships as the
mediating and harmonizing entities that foster both the self of the individual and
the shared self of the community.
Institutional Christians a century ago were so mired in the Constantinian /
Theodosian wedding of church and society, of dogma and culture that Royce’s
philosophical agenda seemed incomprehensible at best and heretical at worse.
Today the institutional model has sixteen centuries of tradition behind it and thus
still shapes our perception of the nature of church, but there are other cultural
factors that call the institutional imperative into question. A wide variety of
cultural commentators, psychologists, and sociologists over the past few decades
have noted strange blends of alienation and anomie, idealized individualism and
desperate isolation, decline of community and yearning for community in various
populations in the United States.xxix Thus contemporary ecclesiologists and church
leaders are clearly looking through the bars of institutions and longing to break free
of them. That claim is based on my reading of works in ecclesiology form a wide
variety of traditions over the past five and a half decades, but the most compelling
reference is the quotations and paraphrases of a single passage I have encountered
in a significant number of books in this body of literature. It is from Peter Berger’s
1961 The Noise of Solemn Assemblies:
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Let there be no uncertainty as to what we are saying: we are suggesting that
Christians may choose not to become members of local congregations, not to
identify themselves with a denomination, not to join the weekly traffic jam
of the religious rush hour on Sunday morning. We are suggesting that these
decisions might be directly grounded in the Christian faith as it seeks to
relate itself to our situation. And we are contending that such decisions
might be the legitimate exercise of a Christian vocation in our time.xxx
Engaging Royce would be a useful and likely fruitful undertaking for
today’s ecclesiologists, but in order to use his insights most effectively they would
have to avoid the temptation to adapt his thought as buttresses to shore up faltering
institutions. That last paragraph of The Problem of Christianity quoted earlier in
this essay is an indication that it will take not only thinking outside the box, but
also thinking beyond the confines of Christianity and religion itself. Royce invites
us into communities of interpretation that will follow wherever the conversation
leads. To mandate an outcome (which I would argue the church has done more
often than not since the fourth century of the Common Era) denies the power of the
Spirit and the dynamic of the community. In a time when Christianity, all other
religions, and indeed all cosmologies of any sort must adapt to the reality of an
ever increasing and mutating pluralism, Royce can help us recover the lessons to
be learned from the more fluid, flexible and variable Christianity that existed in
those creative first three centuries—a time when religion was remarkably similar to
the pragmatic fluidity of modern science both in Royce’s time and our own. It is
instructive that Royce ended The Problem of Christianity with a hope that “. . . the
work and the insight of religion can become as progressive as is now the work of
science.” Thus, Royce’s vision invites serious consideration beyond the realm of
ecumenical and interfaith dialogues and beyond the limits of disciplinary
boundaries. But that is the subject for a broader and deeper exploration of which
the musings over these few pages have been but a small part.
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